
Here Are Some Recommended Tools  

For Stretching, Self-Massage, & Strength 
 

- Throughout the Total Body Tune Up videos, here are some of the tools we are using - 
 

Best Foam Rollers: 

 

● Rumble Roller - Half Size (12in) Extra Firm - https://amzn.to/2MgYcPS 
● Rumble Roller - Full Size  (22in) Extra Firm - https://amzn.to/2MgYcPS 

 
Best Small Self-Massage Tools: 

 

● Rumble Roller Beasties - https://amzn.to/2MiJ848 
● Trigger Point Foam Massage Ball - https://amzn.to/2lsDGjC 
● Vibrating Massage Ball from Hyperice - https://amzn.to/2MUyUIf 
● Trigger Point Cane - https://amzn.to/2MPSeGx 
● Lacrosse Ball Set - https://amzn.to/2MSwg5R 

 
Stretching Tools & Bands: 

 

● Elastic Stretch Band Set (great for pull-ups too) - https://amzn.to/2MPT1HA 
● Elastic Strength Bands by Theraband (for Face Pulls) - https://amzn.to/2tpmz6U 

○ Get the Yellow-Blue-Black color combination for varies resistance. 
● Inversion Table - https://amzn.to/2K67Ms7  

 
Stretch/Yoga Mats: 

 

● Extra Thick Yoga Mat (for us guys - won't hurt your knees/back) - https://amzn.to/2toS8O2 
 
For Building Grip & Arm Strength: 

 

● Fat Grips (to add to Dumbbells/Barbells) - https://amzn.to/2MNpXR7 
● Captains of Crush Old School Grip Trainer - https://amzn.to/2MiJS9q 

○ Start somewhere between their “Trainer” and “Level 1.” If you can grip a 300lb 
barbell for deadlifts, then the Level 1 would be good for you. If that’s above your 
current strength level, pick the “Trainer” level. 

● Forearm + Wrist Blaster Roll-Up - https://amzn.to/2yBZbbn 
● Sturdy Doorway Hanging Pull-Up Bar - https://amzn.to/2MiyoTd 
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Focus Area : Neck & Upper Back 
 

This is the Neck & Upper Back stretching and strengthening routine for Total Body Tune Up.  
We suggest you watch the video of these movements/stretches before attempting on your own. 
 
Common Pain Area & Poor Posture Problem: 
 
“Forward Head Carriage” - the head shifts forward 
and the neck/chin begins to stick out. As a 
consequence, the upper back rounds more and 
puts more stress on the spine. This posture  
pattern is incredibly common  - and largely due to 
prolonged sitting at a desk/car. Forward head 
carriage causes neck pain, tightness, and 
problems in other areas of the spine. 
 
 

Focus Area: Neck + Upper Back  

** Make sure to watch the video inside your member’s area for detailed demos ** 

Start with soft-tissue/massage work 
Perform these self-massage exercises as long as needed/desired. 

1) Roll the back of your neck & traps with 2x lacrosse balls (or Rumble Roller beasties). 

2) Use your hands to do some cross-fiber massage on the front of your neck (areas that 
get very tight from forward head carriage). 

Continue with neck dynamic mobility 
Do 3 sets of the following stretches/exercises:  # 3-5 

3) Perform big, sweeping shoulder circles - make sure to roll your shoulders up, 
backward, and down (not forward). At the bottom of the shoulder circles hold and 
depress the shoulders blades down. 

4) Perform back and downward shoulder blade pinches - pinch the shoulder blades back 
and hold the shoulder blades anchored down for 15 seconds (static hold). 

5) Drive your chin backward (tucked in) - try to give yourself a double chin. This is the 
opposite motion of “forward head carriage.” Hold for 30 seconds. 
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Continue with neck strengthening 
Do 3 sets of the following stretches/exercises:  # 3-5 

6) Do weighted neck extensions (lying on a bench with a weight behind your head). 
Perform 3 sets of 12-15 reps. You can also use a weighted neck harness: 
https://amzn.to/2Ml1bqt  

Finish with neck static stretches 
Hold each stretch for 60 seconds. 

7) Pull your chin-to-chest to stretch the back of your neck. You can use your hands on the 
back of your neck to gently intensify the stretch. 

8) Rotate your chin stretch. You can use your hands on the back of your neck to gently 
intensify the stretch. Make sure to stretch both sides. 

9) Oblique pull stretch. Slightly rotate your head to the left side. Pull the left side of your 
chin to your left upper chest/shoulder. Repeat on both sides. 

10) Lateral Bend stretch. Bend your head to the left side. Pull the left side of your head to 
your left shoulder/trap. Keep your right trap anchored down. Repeat on both sides. 

11) Finish with slow, gentle neck rolls to retest how your neck feels. Notice the range of 
motion differences in your neck 
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Focus Area : Arms 
 

This is the Arms & Wrist stretching and strengthening routine for Total Body Tune Up.  
We suggest you watch the video of these movements/stretches before attempting on your own. 
 

Focus Area: Arms & Wrists  

** Make sure to watch the video inside your member’s area for detailed demos ** 

https://society.fitfatherproject.com/lessons/tbtu-arms/  

Start with soft-tissue/massage work 
Perform these self-massage exercises as long as needed/desired. 

1) Get a lacrosse ball, Rumble Roller beasties, or a foam roller and deeply massage your 
biceps, triceps, and forearms. 

Continue with neck dynamic mobility 
Do 3 sets/cycles of the following stretches/exercises:  # 3-5 

2) Perform curl motion with palms facing up. At the top of the motion (curl) rotate the 
palms down (pronation), and lower your arms down to your sides. 

3) Get in a table top position (on hands and knees with a flat back). Put your wrists on 
the floor and rotate your elbows forward (starting position). Glide forward and 
backward on your wrists to stretch your forearm muscles dynamically. 

4) In the same table top position, rotate your arms so that your fingers are now pointing 
toward  your body. You will do the same forward and backward gliding motion to 
stretch your forearm muscles dynamically. 

5) In the same table top position, rotate your wrists internally so that your fingers on both 
hands are facing each other. This time, you will glide side-to-side (instead of forward 
and backward) to stretch your forearm muscles dynamically. 

6) In the same table top position, now place the top of your hands on the floor so that 
you’re supporting yourself on the backs of your hands. You will do the same forward 
and backward gentle  gliding motion to stretch your forearm muscles dynamically. 

Continue with arm & wrist strengthening 
Do 3 sets of the following exercises:  # 3-5 

7) Do weighted wrist extensions - one arm at a time - either with Dumbbell with Fat Grip 
on the dumbbell. Perform 3 sets per arm of 10-15 reps. This should burn! You could 
also use a wrist-rope (instead of a dumbbell) like this one: https://amzn.to/2MgoaCS  
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Finish with static stretches 
Hold each stretch for 60 seconds. 

8) Do the lounge chair stretch for your biceps and shoulders. 

9) Do a 1-arm triceps stretch on a doorway (or weight rack). Perform on both sides for 60 
seconds. 

10) Do a palms down wrists off ledge for your forearms. You can do this on a countertop 
or table. 

11) Drop down into table-top position. Place the top of your hands on the floor and stretch 
the extensors of your forearms. This is the same position as the dynamic stretch that 
we did in Step #6 - except we are specifically holding a static stretch. 

 
Tools & Gadgets Used: 

 
● Fat Grips (apply to your dumbbells for huge forearm gains) - https://amzn.to/2MjC5It  
● Wrist & Forearm Blaster Rope - https://amzn.to/2MgoaCS 
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Focus Area : Shoulders 
 

This is your Shoulder stretching and strengthening routine for Total Body Tune Up.  
 

Common Pain Area & Poor Posture Problem: 
 
“Rounded Shoulders (too much Internal Rotation)” - 
this is an incredibly common problem for almost all 
men who sit a lot or lift weights frequently. The big 
muscles of the upper body (pecs and lats) are internal 
rotators - meaning they act to pull the shoulder into a 
forward rounded position. When these muscles get too 
tight (from not enough stretching) or if the external 
rotators on the back of the shoulder are not strong 
enough to balance the shoulder, we experience a 
rounding of our shoulders, poor posture, and lots of 
shoulder issues. We’ll fix this by stretching the  
pecs, and lats - while working on strengthening  
the external rotators.  
 
“Impingement (pain in front of shoulder)” - Often times  
as a result of rounded/internally-rotated shoulders, we 
experience pain/pinching in the front of our shoulder. This is 
due to the fact that an internally rotated shoulder pinches all 
the important rotator cuff tendons that run underneath the 
shoulder blade. Impingement is almost always a symptom 
of overall shoulder dysfunction (from tightness or weakness 
in other muscles). Again, we will address this through 
stretching, strengthening, and foam rolling. 
 
**Please know, these two patterns are simply some very common & treatable muscle-tightness 
and posture problems that contribute to shoulder pain in many guys.  There are dozens of other 
more serious causes of shoulder pain (torn muscles, damaged ligaments, inflamed tendons, 
and degenerated cartilage) that can’t be fixed by simple stretching. If you’re experiencing 
persistent and serious shoulder pain, go see your doctor for extensive diagnosis and treatment. 
This is simply for informational purposes to inform you why we’ve included specific 
stretches/exercises into Total Body Tune Up that may help you. If you experience any pain 
during any of these stretches and exercises, please stop immediately. 
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Focus Area: Shoulders 

** Make sure to watch the video inside your member’s area for detailed demos ** 

Start with soft-tissue/massage work 
Perform these self-massage exercises as long as needed/desired. 

1) Foam roll your pecs, lats, and shoulders  - we recommend you use both  a big foam 
roller and a smaller ball (like the lacrosse ball, beasties, or the vibrating massage ball). 
Spend plenty of time on areas of your body that are very tight. 

Continue with dynamic mobility 
Do 3 sets of the following stretches/exercises: 

2) Do shoulder circles. Start with small circles and make them progressively bigger - 
until they are as big as you can make them; then, make your circles progressively 
smaller again. Repeat the same pattern in the other direction. 

3) Do bent over rear shoulder flys - make sure to pinch your shoulder blades. Do 10-15 
reps without weight. 

4) Grab an elastic strength band. Place your palms up (so your shoulders are in external 
rotation ), and begin to do pull apart the bands in front of your body.  

5) Grab a broomstick with a wide grip and do overhead pass-throughs. Go slow as 
your are passing the broomstick overhead and behind your body. Do 15-20 complete 
and slow reps. Keep your arms straight throughout the motion. 

6) Do floor (or wall) angels  - press your lower back flat against the ground or wall. With 
your arms at 90 degrees, slide your shoulders overhead (on the floor or wall) like 
you’re making a “snow angel” - remember: your arms are bent though.  Do 10-15 reps. 

Continue with shoulder strengthening 
Do 3 sets of the following exercise. You can complete these exercises as a circuit -  

doing one set of #7, one set of #8, etc. - until you return back for your second set of #7. 

7) Do scapular push-ups  - your elbows stay locked. All the motion is from your shoulder 
blades. Do 3x10-15 reps. If you need to do these from your needs, that’s fine. 

8) Do a lying (on floor) pullover without weight. Press your low back firmly on the 
ground. Interlace your fingers making a “gun” with your hands. Your straight arms 
move toward the floor - maintaining the interlocked hands - to do the “pullover.”  
Do 3x 10-15 reps. 

9) Do a lying (on floor) “Y” without weight. You will be in the exact same position as 
the pullover in Exercise #8. Press your low back firmly on the ground. Position both of 
your arms into a “Y” position - with your thumbs toward the ground . Your straight arms 
move toward the floor - maintaining the “Y” position. Do 3x10-15 reps. 
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10) Do face pulls with an elastic strength band. Focus on externally rotating your 
shoulder as you pull the band toward your face. Do 3 sets of 12 - 15 reps. 

11) Do Y-T-W-Ls lying on your belly. Do 10 reps of each “letter” (40 reps total). 

12) Do external rotation with a elastic strength band - one arm at a time. Do 10 - 15 
reps on each arm. You will need to tie this band around some sort of pole/door frame. 
You could also do these with a dumbbell in a side-lying position - although we prefer 
the cables. 

Finish with static stretches 
Hold each stretch for 60 seconds. 

13) Do the table-top stretch. Hold for 60 seconds. 

15) Do a pec doorway stretch. Hold for 60 seconds per side. 

16) Do a one-arm lat stretch. Hold for 60 seconds per side. 

 

Tools & Gadgets Used: 
 

● Elastic Strength Band (by Theraband) - https://amzn.to/2tpmz6U 
○ These bands are essential  for shoulder strengthening and mobility. 

● Extra Thick Yoga Mat (For Floor Motions) - https://amzn.to/2MUONOT  
● Rumble Roller (foam roller) - https://amzn.to/2MgYcPS 
● Lacrosse Balls - https://amzn.to/2MSwg5R 

○ Or Rumble Roller Beasties - https://amzn.to/2MiJ848 
○ Or Vibrating Massage Ball by Hyperice - https://amzn.to/2MUyUIf 
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Focus Area : Trunk & Spine 
 

This is your Trunk & Spine stretching and strengthening routine for Total Body Tune Up.  
 
Common Pain Area & Poor Posture Problem: 
 
“Forward Head Carriage” - the head shifts forward 
and the neck/chin begins to stick out. As a 
consequence, the upper back rounds more and 
puts more stress on the spine. This posture  
pattern is incredibly common  - and largely due to 
prolonged sitting at a desk/car. Forward head 
carriage causes neck pain, tightness, and 
problems in other areas of the spine. 
 
“Hyperlordosis” (fancy term for an overly arched 
lower back - where your butt sticks out and you 
have an exaggerated lower back curve) - this 
posture pattern happens when our powerful hip 
flexor muscles (called psoas) get short and tight 
from prolonged sitting/driving. When the hip flexors 
get tight, they pull on the lower back creating pain 
and movement problems. A large percentage of 
muscularly related lower-back pain cases can be 
resolved by loosening the hip flexors. 
 
“Tight Piriformis” - Last, but certainly not least, 
many people experience shooting lower back pain 
(sciatica) that can come from a tight piriformis 
muscle. The piriformis is a small, triangle shaped 
muscle that surrounds your sciatic nerve. From 
prolonged sitting and lack of proper 
stretching/massage, so many of us have very tight 
piriformis muscles, which can create sciatic pain. 
 
**Please know, these are simply some common 
and very treatable muscle-tightness/posture 
problems that contribute to lower back pain. There 
are dozens of other more serious causes of lower back pain that can’t be fixed by simple 
stretching. If you’re experiencing lower back pain, go see your doctor for extensive diagnosis 
and treatment. This is simply for informational purposes to inform you why we’ve included 
specific stretches in Total Body Tune Up to address these very common  problems. 
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Focus Area: Spine & Trunk 

** Make sure to watch the video inside your member’s area for detailed demos ** 

Start with soft-tissue/massage work 
Perform these self-massage exercises as long as needed/desired. 

1) Roll your back using a foam roller (ideally Rumble Roller - see link it resources at the 
end of this document). Give yourself a big hug while rolling to open up your shoulder 
blades for an even deeper roll. 

2) Roll out your pecs. Make sure to do both sides. When you find an area that is tight, sit 
on that particular spot with the roller until it begins to relax. 

3) Roll out your lats. Make sure to do both sides. 

Continue with dynamic mobility 
Do 3 sets of the following stretches/exercises:  # 4-9 

4) Do your T-spine (thoracic) wall stretch - to open your chest and bring your back into 
extension. 

5) Do the tabletop stretch on the floor. Have your chest and chin pointing up toward the 
ceiling, which will bring your back into extension. 

6) Move to a hands and knees position, and begin doing T-spine (thoracic spine) rotations 
- one side at a time - where you’re rotating each arm (one at a time) toward the ceiling. 
Make sure you 6-10 rotations on each side 

7) Do Side-lying Windmill opener. Move to a side-lying position with a foam roller in 
between your legs. 

8) Do Cat-Cows (yoga posture). Sync your breath up with each posture. Inhale as you 
move to “cow position;” exhale as you crunch and round your back into “cat position.” 

9) Move on to your belly with arms in a T-position for the scorpion leg openers. 

Continue with back strengthening 
Do 3 sets of the following stretches/exercises:  # 10 - 12 

10) Do a slow bear walks for 30 seconds per set. This is an incredible exercise for 
strength and stability of the spine and shoulders. 

11) Y-T-W-Ls for your back and shoulder. Do 10 reps in each arm formation (40 reps total) 

12) Do Face Pulls next - ideally using a cable at face height. Do 10-15 reps. 
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Finish with spine/trunk static stretches 
Hold each stretch for 60 seconds. 

13) Pec doorway stretch  - repeat on both sides. 

14) Single arm lat stretch - repeat on both sides.  

15) Hanging spine decompression on pullup-up bar. 

16) Standing hip flexor stretch - repeat on both sides. 

 
Tools & Gadgets Used: 

 
● Elastic Strength Bands (for Face Pulls) - https://amzn.to/2tpmz6U 
● Inversion Board (For Spinal Decompression) - https://amzn.to/2K8fsKA  
● Pull-up Bar (For Spinal Decompression) - https://amzn.to/2MiyoTd 
● Extra Thick Yoga Mat (For Floor Motions) - https://amzn.to/2MUONOT  
● Rumble Roller Black Extra Firm (For Deep Massage) - https://amzn.to/2K681U3 
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Focus Area : Hip + Knees 

 
This is your Hip & Knee stretching and strengthening routine for Total Body Tune Up.  

 
Common Pain Area & Poor Posture Problem: 

 
“Hyperlordosis” (fancy term for an overly arched lower 
back - where your butt sticks out and you have an 
exaggerated lower back curve) - this posture pattern 
happens when our powerful hip flexor muscles (called 
psoas) get short and tight from prolonged sitting/driving. 
When the hip flexors get tight, they pull on the lower back 
creating pain and movement problems. A large 
percentage of muscularly related lower-back pain cases 
can be resolved by loosening the hip flexors. 
 
“Tight Piriformis” - Last, but certainly not least, many 
people experience shooting lower back pain (sciatica) that 
can come from a tight piriformis muscle. The piriformis is a 
small, triangle shaped muscle that surrounds your sciatic 
nerve. From prolonged sitting and lack of proper 
stretching/massage, so many of us have very tight 
piriformis muscles, which can create sciatic pain. 
 
“Tight “IT” Band - TFL (Tensor Fasciae Latae) Muscle”  
Often times, many people have knee problems (and pain on the 
outside of their thighs) due to a tight TFL muscle, which is 
something we will specifically massage and foam roll. 
 
“Weak Glute Medius (small but essential muscle for posture”  
Glute medius is an essential postural muscle. Most people have 
weak glute medius muscles. A weak glute medius can cause 
knee and hip pain. 
 
**Please know, these are simply some common and 
very treatable muscle-tightness/posture problems that 
contribute to lower back pain. There are dozens of other 
more serious causes of lower back pain that can’t be 
fixed by simple stretching. If you’re experiencing lower 
back pain, go see your doctor for extensive diagnosis 
and treatment. This is simply for informational purposes. 
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Focus Area: Hip + Knee 

** Make sure to watch the video inside your member’s area for detailed demos ** 

Start with soft-tissue/massage work 

Perform these self-massage exercises as long as needed/desired. 

1) Roll your glute area (sitting on foam roller) all the way up to the top of your hip - with 
emphasis on the piriformis. 

2) Roll the front and sides of your thighs as well - with focus on the TFL. Pause on any 
area of your leg that’s particularly tender. Breathe. Relax into that area. 

3) Roll out your hamstrings. 

Continue with dynamic mobility 

Do 3 sets of the following stretches/exercises:  # 4-9 

4) Do a slow-forward bend (like touching your toes). Move your spine incredibly slowly - as 
if you’re focusing on each segment of the spine (starting at tucking your chin) - 
attempting to move one spinal segment at a time. Inch your way back up. Do 5 reps. 

5) Drop into a low-lunge (one foot forward) and perform spinal rotations. Rotate and open 
the arm that’s on the side of the leg in the lunge position  toward the ceiling. Repeat for 
5-10 reps on each side. 

6) Drop into 90-90 stretch position with your legs in a seated position. This will stretch your 
glutes. Gently move your core around as you’re in this position to “explore” areas of 
tightness. Hold for 60 per side seconds - continuing to move. 

7) Do a Bench-Elevated Pigeon Stretch - one leg at a time. You will need some kind of 
elevated surface (like a weight bench/bed/or couch) to accomplish this stretch. Hold 
for 60 per side seconds - continuing to move. 

8a) Drop into a Yoga Squat with your hands in prayer position between your legs - gently 
pushing your thighs outward. If your ankles are too tight to get into this position, 
elevate your heels by about 1-2 inches (on weight plates or something similar). 

8b) After sitting in this low Yoga Squat position for 30-seconds, begin to rotate your 
thoracic spine - one side at a time - rotating each side open. 

9) Do the frogger stretch - make sure your legs/knees are on some padding on the floor 
(like a yoga mat), or this stretch can be uncomfortable. Shift forward and back in this 
stretch for 60 seconds.  

10) To finish this dynamic mobility, do a “modified inchworm.” Starting in hamstring stretch 
position (forward fold) - walk on your hands outward until you’re in plank position. 
Once in plank position, walk your way back in for 1 complete rep. Do 5 full reps total. 
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Continue with hip strengthening 

Do 2 sets of  each  of the following stretches/exercises:  # 11 - 13 

11) Lying on your back, do a single straight leg raise (10 reps each leg - one leg at a 
time). Make sure that your opposite leg (that’s not moving and is fixed on the floor) 
stays firmly pressed against the floor and does not raise up. Raise your active leg as 
high as you can - while keeping your knee fully extended (straight leg) 

12) Plank with hip extension - in an activated plank position, one leg at a time, raise one 
leg in a straight position into extension. Alternate legs - one rep per side - working your 
way up to 10 reps per side. Keep your hips level and activate your glute to raise your 
leg into extension. 

12) Hamstring glute bridge - start on your back. Walk your heels out several feet. Do a 
glute-bridge in this extended position - firing your glutes. Hold the peak contraction for 
5 seconds at top of the contraction. Do 10 - 15 reps. 

13) Elevated forward split squat - use a small step to elevate your front foot. Get into a 
lunge position and keep your back leg completely straight. Lunge forward over your 
elevated front foot. Drive through your front foot back to starting position. Do 10-15 
reps per leg.  

Finish with static stretches 

Hold each stretch for 60 seconds. 

14) Do a seated hamstring stretch (reaching for your toes in a seated position). Keep your 
toes pointed toward your chin. Hold for 60 seconds. 

15) Do a butterfly stretch. Use your elbows to gently open your groin. Hold for 60 seconds. 

16) Do a seated hamstring stretch (reaching for your toes in a seated position). Keep your 
toes pointed toward your chin. Hold for 60 seconds. 

17) Do a side-lying quad stretch (on the floor). Hold for 60 second each side. 

 

Tools & Gadgets Used: 

 
● Extra Thick Yoga Mat (For Floor Motions) - https://amzn.to/2MUONOT  
● Adjustable Step Box (for lunge elevations) - https://amzn.to/2tyhTdX 
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Focus Area : Ankles + Calves 
 

This is your Ankles + Calves stretching and strengthening routine for Total Body Tune Up.  
 

Common Pain Area & Poor Posture Problem: 
 
“Tight calves that limit dorsiflexion” - this is a fancy term for 
tight, tender calf muscles that prevent you from pulling your 
ankle into dorsiflexion - bringing the top of your ankle toward 
your face. Because our calves are being used so frequently, 
they inevitably get tight - unless we foam roll and stretch them. 
 
**Please know, these are simply some common and very 
treatable muscle-tightness/posture problems that contribute to 
both calf pain and lack of ankle mobility.  
 
There are dozens of other more serious 
causes of calf pain that can’t be fixed by 
simple stretching. If you’re experiencing 
lower back pain, go see your doctor for 
extensive diagnosis and treatment. This is 
simply for informational purposes to inform 
you why we’ve included specific stretches  
in Total Body Tune Up to address these  
very common  problems. 
 

Focus Area: Calves + Ankles 

** Make sure to watch the video inside your member’s area for detailed demos ** 

Start with soft-tissue/massage work 
Perform these self-massage exercises as long as needed/desired. 

1) Foam roll your entire calf musculature. Do all sides of each of your calves/lower legs. 
Remember to roll the front side of your lower legs too (anterior tibialis muscle) 

2) Take a lacrosse or golf ball and roll the bottom of your foot. Make sure to roll both of 
your feet. 

Continue with dynamic mobility 
Do 3 sets of the following stretches/exercises:  # 3 + 4 

3) Do full, wide circles with each ankle. Do 10-20 rotations on each ankle. 
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4) Dorsiflexion bounces - using a wall. The ankle you will be “actively working” will be the 
back ankle in your lunge stance. Repeat on both sides for 45 seconds each side. As 
you’re doing these light dorsiflexion bounces, move in different angles. 

Continue with calf strengthening 
Do 3 sets of the following exercise: 

5) Single weighted calf raise - one leg at a time. Hold a dumbbell. Stand on an elevated 
platform of some sort that enables your ankle to get a deep stretch and full range of 
motion when you press onto your toe. Do 15 reps each leg for 3 sets per side. 

Finish with static stretches 
Hold each stretch for 60 seconds. 

14) Do a gastrocnemius calf stretch (knee is locked out) as you’re in a split lunge position. 
You’re stretching the calf that’s in the back of your stance. Hold for 60 sec per side. 

15) In the same split squat position, bend your back leg slightly for a deep soleus calf 
stretch (back knee is slightly bent) as you’re in a split lunge position. You’re stretching 
the calf that’s in the back of your stance. Hold for 60 sec per side. 

16) Sit on the ground with your lower legs underneath you. Key: the tops of your feet are 
pressing in contact with the floor. Your butt is resting on top of your heels - creating a 
nice stretch in the front compartment of your lower legs and ankles. 

 

Tools & Gadgets Used: 
 

● Extra Thick Yoga Mat (For Floor Motions) - https://amzn.to/2MUONOT  
● Adjustable Step Box (for standing calf raises) - https://amzn.to/2tyhTdX 
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Personal Flexibility & Mobility Analysis (PFMA) 
- This assessment is designed for members of Total Body Tune Up + Fit Father For Life - 

 
Purpose: 
 

● The purpose of this Personal Flexibility & Mobility Analysis (PFMA) is to use some 
simple at-home movement screens & stretches to assess which areas of your body are 
experiencing either: 1) limited range of motions 2) pain upon movement 

 
● Based on what you find from your PFMA, you will be able to use the targeted stretching 

& strengthening routines throughout Total Body Tune Up to target and improve specific 
areas of your body for increased flexibility, increased strength, and decreased pain. 

 
Equipment you’ll need: 
 

● Broomstick or rope - there are a few tests in the PFMA that require this tool. 
 
Time Required: 
 

● We recommend you set aside 45 - 60 minutes to complete this assessment. You will 
learn a lot of valuable information about tight/weak areas of your body.  

 
● We also recommend you print this PFMA Assessment PDF so you have an easy place 

to jot down notes, ranges of motion, and areas that feel good/tight. 
 
Helpful Definitions: 
 

● Anatomical Position - when we reference “anatomic position” 
in your Total Body Tune Up videos, we are referring to this 
perfect standing position of the body (shown on the right). 
Notice how to palms are open and facing forward. All range 
of motion tests are done starting in anatomical position to 
keep the tests standardized.  

 
What to do next: 
 

● Open up the PFMA video inside your membership site: 
https://society.fitfatherproject.com/lessons/tbtu-setup-step2/ 

 
● Print the following page to start going through your assessment. 
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PFMA Flow: Follow These Steps 
 

We suggest you watch the video while  you’re performing these tests. Pause as needed to 
perform the exercises and record your results. Your main goal throughout this assessment 

is to identify areas of your body that feel particularly tight or painful. 
 

Focus Area: Neck 

Exercise Results: (How did it feel… What did you discover? Is one side tighter?) 

Example exercise name This motion felt really good. I only felt a little bit of stiffness and tightness when 
rotating to the right, which I find interesting as I typically sleep on my right side 
and sometimes wake up with a similar kind of pain. 

Neck Rotations  

Neck Side-to-side Bends  

Neck Flexion & Extension  

 
Overall impression of your neck’s flexibility & pain level: 
 

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________  
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Focus Area: Shoulders 

Exercise Results: (How did it feel… What did you discover? Is one side tighter?) 

Flexion (raising arm 
overhead) 

 

Extension (opposite of 
flexion) 

 

2-Arm Back Touch Test 
(internal and external 
rotation - done with both 
arms simultaneously) 

 

Overhead Broom Press  

 
Overall impression of your shoulders’ flexibility & pain level: 
 

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 
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Focus Area: Arms 

Exercise Results: (How did it feel… What did you discover? Is one side tighter?) 

Elbow Flexion (curl)  

Elbow Extension 
(straightening your arm) 

 

Wrist rotations (do this in 
all directions) 

 

Supinate (open palms)  

Pronate (close palms)  

Wrist extension  

Wrist flexion  

Finger extension & flexion 
(extending fingers & 
making a fist) 

 

 

 
Overall impression of your arms’ flexibility & pain level: 
 

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________  
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Focus Area: Trunk/Spine 

Exercise Results: (How did it feel… What did you discover? Is one side tighter?) 

Wall (or Floor) Angels - 
keep your low back 
pressed flat against the 
wall or ground. 

 

Trunk Flexion (bend 
forward toward your toes) 

 

Trunk Extension (extend 
backward *gently*) 

 

Trunk Rotation (do this 
seated & use broomstick 
to determine your rough 
degrees of rotation on one 
side versus the other) 

 

Lateral Bending (optional: 
use the broomstick) 

 

 
Overall impression of your trunk/back’s flexibility & pain level: 
 

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 
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Focus Area: Hips 

Exercise Results: (How did it feel… What did you discover? Is one side tighter?) 

Hip flexion (on ground - 
lying on your back) 

 

Hip extension (on ground - 
lying on your belly) 

 

Standing Abduction Test 
(move your hip AWAY 
from the centerline of your 
body) 

 

Standing Adduction Test 
(move your hip TOWARD 
the centerline of your 
body) 

 

Standing Hip Roll Test 
(hands on hips - do big 
rolling motion) 

 

 
Overall impression of your hips’ flexibility & pain level: 
 

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 
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Focus Area: Ankles 

Exercise Results: (How did it feel… What did you discover? Is one side tighter?) 

Standing knee flexion (like 
doing a hamstring curl) 
**make sure you have 
something to hold on to for 
balance  

 

Standing knee extension 
(this is a very small range 
of motion from anatomical 
position) 

 

Yoga Squat (with shoes 
off) - note how your ankles 
and knees feel. Are your 
heels being pulled off the 
ground? 

 

Seated wall Dorsiflexion 
(bring the top of each foot 
toward your nose) - Can 
you slide your other foot 
underneath the dorsiflexed 
foot? 

 

Ankle rotation (both 
directions) 

 

 
Overall impression of your ankles’ flexibility & pain level: 
 

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 
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Total Body Tune Up - Morning Movement Flow 
 

This is a simple morning movement routine that will stretch your body, head-to-toe. The 

exercises and stretches featured in this routine are some of the core motions used throughout 

the specific body part videos in  Total Body Tune Up.  

 

Time Required: 10 min          Benefits: start your day feeling energized, flexible, & happy. 

 

Like doing yoga, flow between these movements one immediately after another. 

1) Reach to the sky  (hands high - spine elongated). 

2) Forward fold (bending over at the hip to touch your toes). 

3) Inch worm yourself out to plank position. 

4) At the bottom of the plank, move into a spiderman lunge with thoracic spine rotation  
(one arm at a time rotates up toward the ceiling). Stay on one side. Don’t do both yet. 

5) Still in the low-lunge position (on the same side - don’t switch your legs in the lunge yet),  

glide your front lunging leg backward into a front leg hamstring stretch. 

6) Then, still staying on the same side, drop your front leg (that was just hamstring stretched) 

into a pigeon-pose  - sitting down onto your glute muscle. 

7) Repeat steps # 4-6 for the opposite leg - moving from spiderman lunge (with upward arm 

rotation) to hamstring stretch to pigeon pose. 

8) Move onto your hands and kees (table-top position) and do 5 cycles of “cat-cows” - 
flexing and extending your spine. When doing the “cow” (your back is arched and belly 

presses toward floor - take your deep inhale ). When doing your “cat,” exhale , and contract 

your abs to round your back upward/ 

9) Do 10 scapular pushups  - your arms stay completely locked. You are just moving your 

shoulder blades. 

10) Do 30 seconds of bear walking - forward and backward. Walk slowly and intentionally. 

11) When you finish your bear walk, inchworm your way back up to a forward fold position. 

12) When you’re in your forward fold position, drop into a yoga squat. Sit in the bottom of the 

yoga squat for 30 seconds; pay attention to opening your hips. 

13) Still in the yoga squat position, place one hand at a time under your chin, and rotate that 

arm up toward the sky - doing thoracic spine rotation in yoga squat position. 

14) Repeat for the other side. 
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15) Stand back up slowly. 

16) Take your hands overhead and interlace your fingers  (making an arrow with your two 

hands above your head). Stretch and press your hands high toward the sky and hold for 10 

seconds. 

17) In the same interlaced arrow position, glide your hands to the right - stretching and 

opening the left side of your body. 

18) Repeat for the other side  - moving your interlaced hands back to center and to the left. 

19) Drop one foot back (at a time) into a hip flexor psoas stretch. This is basically like a high 

lunge with a slightly bent forward leg and straight back leg - focusing on lengthening your 

back hip flexor. 

 

**This was skipped in the morning flow video, but it’s something we want you to do!** 
 

See here for quick video demo: https://youtu.be/f7LpKdLoF3A?t=13s 

See minute 25:00 of the Trunk & Spine Focus Area video for Dr. A’s more in-depth demo. 

 

 

 

 

Tools & Gadgets Used: 
 

● Extra Thick Yoga Mat (For Floor Motions) - https://amzn.to/2MUONOT  
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Here Are Some Recommended Tools  

For Stretching, Self-Massage, & Strength 
 

- Throughout the Total Body Tune Up videos, here are some of the tools we are using - 
 

Best Foam Rollers: 

 

● Rumble Roller - Half Size (12in) Extra Firm - https://amzn.to/2MgYcPS 
● Rumble Roller - Full Size  (22in) Extra Firm - https://amzn.to/2MgYcPS 

 
Best Small Self-Massage Tools: 

 

● Rumble Roller Beasties - https://amzn.to/2MiJ848 
● Trigger Point Foam Massage Ball - https://amzn.to/2lsDGjC 
● Vibrating Massage Ball from Hyperice - https://amzn.to/2MUyUIf 
● Trigger Point Cane - https://amzn.to/2MPSeGx 
● Lacrosse Ball Set - https://amzn.to/2MSwg5R 

 
Stretching Tools & Bands: 

 

● Elastic Stretch Band Set (great for pull-ups too) - https://amzn.to/2MPT1HA 
● Elastic Strength Bands by Theraband (for Face Pulls) - https://amzn.to/2tpmz6U 

○ Get the Yellow-Blue-Black color combination for varies resistance. 
● Inversion Table - https://amzn.to/2K67Ms7  

 
Stretch/Yoga Mats: 

 

● Extra Thick Yoga Mat (for us guys - won't hurt your knees/back) - https://amzn.to/2toS8O2 
 
For Building Grip & Arm Strength: 

 

● Fat Grips (to add to Dumbbells/Barbells) - https://amzn.to/2MNpXR7 
● Captains of Crush Old School Grip Trainer - https://amzn.to/2MiJS9q 

○ Start somewhere between their “Trainer” and “Level 1.” If you can grip a 300lb 
barbell for deadlifts, then the Level 1 would be good for you. If that’s above your 
current strength level, pick the “Trainer” level. 

● Forearm + Wrist Blaster Roll-Up - https://amzn.to/2yBZbbn 
● Sturdy Doorway Hanging Pull-Up Bar - https://amzn.to/2MiyoTd 
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